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Tony Glover, Stapleford’s Chief Flight Instructor
for the Flight Instructor Courses, takes a look at
the London skyline at night and encourages 
pilots to make the most of opportunities for
night flying.

Flying in the vicinity of Stapleford at night reveals a
magnificent landscape with truly spectacular views,
especially toward London. It is an unforgettable 
experience and one that I wholeheartedly 
recommend, even if you don't intend to obtain a
Night Rating (Christmas gift anyone?).

I carried out some instructional flights at night 
recently and the conditions were perfect. We took off
on runway 22 and as we climbed out, the horizon was
slowly revealed by the multi-coloured lights of 
London. It was awesome!

We left the circuit and carried out a short navigation
flight over Essex to explore how the landscape
changes when familiar features are no longer visible.
We found it easy to pick out Southend, London 
Gateway port on the Thames and major landmarks in
London, even though they were miles away.

Stapleford however is not so easy to locate at night
but the M25 proved valuable in pointing the way.
Then it was back into the circuit. To guide us down at
Stapleford, approach lighting consists of runway edge
lights and an Abbreviated Precision Approach Path 

Indicator (APAPI). Once we had established the look
of a correct approach path we switched off the
APAPI's and flew approaches under various simulated
emergency conditions. My students found the flights
to be both challenging and enjoyable, with many of
the techniques applicable to flights by day.

With the introduction of the Standardised European
Rules of the AIR (SERA) some of the regulations for
night flights have changed. For example, night flights
now can be carried out in accordance with the Visual
Flight Rules (VFR). Weather minima however is 
restricted to clear of cloud and with the surface in
sight and a flight visibility of 5 km. Also, a minimum
cloud ceiling of 1,500ft AMSL. Further information is
available on the CAA web site and in Official Record
Series 4 (ORS4) No 1125.

The course for the Night Rating comprises theoretical
knowledge instruction and at least five hours of flight
time at night. The flights will cover navigation, 
circuits and emergencies. There is not a test but you
are required to complete five solo take-offs and 
full-stop landings.

Stapleford remains open until 7 pm each evening and
later on Sunday and Wednesday evenings for night
flying. Night flying commences 30 minutes after 
sunset. To book a Night Rating course or just a one-
off night experience flight, please contact Reception.

SPECTACULAR VIEWS OF LONDON AT NIGHT

LOOKING EAST DOWN THE THAMES ESTUARY FROM THE O2.  PHOTO: ABOVE ALL IMAGES

Stapleford Flight Centre plays a key role in facilitating aerial photography of London's landmarks day and night. The partnership between
photographer and pilot, flying in a twin engine PA34 (Seneca) has provided inspiration for leading aerial photographer, Ian Hay of Above
All Images. Stapleford operates aerial photography flights under a CAA Air Operator Certificate. Enjoy these spectacular views on a 
Pleasure Flight from Stapleford - from £89 per person. For further information contact Reception: 01708 688380.



STAPLEFORD LAUNCHES 
INTEGRATED PILOT TRAINING 
COURSES 
Following hot on the heels of the Civil Aviation 
Authority (CAA) approval for Stapleford Flight 
Centre’s modular Air Transport Pilots’ Licence (ATPL)
Theoretical Knowledge courses, Stapleford has now
been given the go-ahead to run Integrated Pilot
Training Courses.

Stapleford is already one of the UK’s leading training
schools for tomorrow’s airline pilots. Head of 
Training, Colin Dobney said:  “This is an important
new development for Stapleford, responding to 
customer demand and enabling us to offer our 
students a choice in the type of training programme
which will best suit their  individual circumstances,
timescales and budgets. Unlike some other providers,
we offer all our training in the UK and provide 
student accommodation on the airfield.

“We launched the new full-time integrated course in
October, using our brand new Tecnam P2008JC 
aircraft for the initial stage; the PA28 Arrows for the
intermediate stage, and subsequently our DA42 
aircraft, providing maximum exposure to ‘glass 
cockpit’ systems and multi-engine flying. From the
outset students will divide their time between flying
and theoretical knowledge. The course also includes
training for operating multi-crew jet aircraft based
on our state-of the-art ALX simulator.”

The integrated course is 80 weeks in duration, taking
cadets, some who might have never flown, through to
a full Commercial Pilot qualification, with graduates
ready to apply for First Officer positions and 
commence type ratings. Finance for the new course is
available through our partner, ATPL Finance, subject
to status. See www.atplfinance.co.uk

KEEPING TIME
A timely message on winter flying from Head of
Training, Colin Dobney 

With the autumn/winter season well and truly with us
now, with the associated decrease in daylight hours
and good flying days available, can I ask ALL members
who hire Stapleford aircraft to adhere to the booking
slots for our aircraft. 

Please book what you need - for instance, if you are
landing away a double slot will normally be required.
Conversely don’t book a double slot and then go and
fly two circuits. Please adhere to the time you have
booked and be mindful that somebody will probably
be waiting for the aircraft upon your return. 

Please arrive at the airfield at a time suitable to do
necessary planning etc. so you are walking out to the
aircraft at your booked time, especially if you book
first flight of the day. Finally, check the booking sheet
or ask the reception staff if the aeroplane is required 

immediately on your return.Note too that a booking
may be taken on the aircraft whilst you are airborne.

Thank you for your continued support. By taking
these measures we can fully utilise the fleet on the
good flying days and keep as many of you as possible
in flying currency.

Safe Flying

THE ITALIAN DUO
Gianluca Virone and Luca Bregoli, two pilots from
Italy who did their CPL training together at 
Stapleford, have returned this autumn to renew their
ratings before commencing type rating training 
together on the B737 – 800 with Ryanair. Professional
training courses at Stapleford attract several students
from Italy.  According to Course Co-ordinator, Lisa
Wilkinson, Gianluca and Luca were “inseparable” as
students and did everything together.

YOUNG PILOTS’ NETWORK
Members of Stapleford’s Young Pilots’ Network will
hold their next meeting in the Clubhouse on 
December 5 at 10.00. An EasyJet First Officer will be
attending to provide an insight into life in the 
airline profession.

The Young Pilots’ Network is for 16 – 25-year-old 
pilots, students and aviation enthusiasts. It was set up
by early this year by Oscar Saggers, who soloed at 16,
and is now working towards his PPL and a future 
in aviation.  

With its own Facebook group, the Young Pilots’ 
Network has now attracted 26 members. It provides
an opportunity to exchange ideas and experiences
and support each other through flight training. 
A further meeting will be scheduled in the New Year.
All 16 - 25-year-olds wanting further information or
interested in joining the group should contact Oscar:
oscarsaggers7@gmail.com

GIANLUCA VIRONE AND LUCA BREGOLI WITH COLIN DOBNEY



ATPL TEAM
Stapleford’s first “solo” ATPL Theoretical Knowledge
course began in September. The next course begins on
January 11. The courses are attracting students from
Germany, Nigeria and the UK, including those who
have done their initial training at Stapleford, as well
as students from farther afield.

The students are: Back Row: Howard Porter, Filip Psohlavec, 
Anil Chamdal and Oliver Colkett
Front Row: Corey Carmichael, Michael Lines, Christopher Gyandu
and Olusegun Bamiduro

THE POETRY OF FLIGHT
Not for the first time Stapleford has played a role in
poetry. A new collection of poems by Alison Hill, Sisters
in Spitfires, has just been published (Indigo Dreams
Publishing: £8.99). It celebrates the remarkable women
pilots who flew with Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA) 
during World War II.

Alison acknowledges the support she had from 
Stapleford pilots, Sue Rose (Editor: Take Off) and Amy
Chau with British Women Pilots’ Association 
colleagues. “I am most grateful to Sue for the valuable
aviation advice she gave me, checking my poems for
‘aeronautical’ inaccuracies, and for putting me in touch
with many useful contacts, who were able to provide
essential background information.

“Amy and her colleagues in the British Women Pilots’
Association gave me the opportunity to read my
poems at their Diamond Anniversary weekend, and
meet so many people connected to the courageous
Spitfire women.”

Alison “flew” the Spitfire simulator at the Maidenhead
Heritage Centre, the spiritual home of the ATA, and
had a biplane flight from White Waltham. She is
hooked on flying and now is looking forward to flying
at Stapleford with Amy and Sue in the New Year.

Stapleford’s trusty C172, G-BKLO has also inspired a

poem by Amy Whitewick (published in Take Off in
March 2012).  It was her first-ever flight and Amy was
taking photographs for the Kennett and Avon Canal
Trust’s magazine. This trip was flown by Sue with Moh
Huq and produced some striking photographs and a
video.

IN THE PINK
With the help of colleagues at Stapleford Flight Centre
all in pink, instructor, Sheila Campi raised £228.13 
for Breast Cancer Research at a Charity day on 
23 October. Sheila is pictured with fellow instructors
all wearing pink ties for the occasion:  Chris Savva,
Asad Sher, and Jack Quarterman, sporting in a very
fetching pink feather boa.  

Alas that feather boa did not make it into the cockpit
with Jack!

THE FLYING PUB QUIZ
How well do you remember your Air Law? Or for that
matter the internal workings of an aircraft engine?
Can you work out the base of cumulous cloud from
the surface the dewpoint temperatures? Ok, we all
passed our theory exams once upon a time before 
getting our PPLs, but how current is your knowledge? 

Come and find out when Phil Williams put pilots to
the test by organising a series of Pub Quiz style

PHIL WILLIAMS

ATPL TEAM

CHRIS SAVVA, SHEILA CAMPI, ASAD SHER AND JACK QUARTERMAN
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events -in the Stapleford Clubhouse. This will provide
an ideal opportunity to refresh memories in a 
convivial social setting.

Phil, who flies an Arrow 2 (G-BBEB) at Stapleford, is
currently studying for his ATPL on a distance learning
course.  The idea for the Pub Quiz emerged when Phil
tried out a number of theory questions from his
course on a group of club members over lunch in the
Clubhouse.

We all agreed that while we were keeping current
with our flying, our theoretical knowledge could do
with some brushing up and revising.

Phil is hoping to get some dates fixed in the New
Year. These will be advertised on the Stapleford 
website, in the Stapleford official Facebook page and
Stapleford Flyers group, as well as to the Take Off
mailing list.

SUCCESS STORIES – FIRST SOLOS
AND SKILLS TESTS
Congratulations to all students who have flown
their first solo and to those who have achieved
their Private Pilots’ Licence – many of them in
record quick time.

Among the high flyers were Maurizo Liubich, who
went solo after only 7 hours 30 minutes while Alan
Brooks soloed after 9 hours 50 minutes.  Dwayne
Black reached his PPL in the minimum required 45
hours. Well done! Dean Maskell flew his first solo 
Stapleford’s new Tecnam aircraft.

First Solos: Ahuja Anirudha, Kunal Bhatia, Alan
Brooks, Robyn Buisson, Matthew Clark, Anna
Grebenyuk, Owen Hanna, Oliver Lines, Maurizo Liubich.
Dean Maskell, Maxim Morozov, George Newton,
Daniel O’Connor, Gonzalez Patel, Shehzad Torabally,
Jason Taylor, George Vezirtoglow, Ryan Ward

Skill Test: Dwayne Black, Jordan Bond, Corey
Carmichael, Thomas Chapman, Phil Coates, David
Coulton, Bronwyn Fraser, Andrew Gardner, Stephen
Gellard, Alistair Horne, Muhammad Hussain, Phil
Hynes, Michalis Inglessis,  Errikos Levis, Keith Neil,
Bamiduro Olusegun, Nathan Parish, Andrew Rickerby,
Ratuluzur Rahman, Philip Singh, Scott White

SEASONAL GREETINGS FROM 
THE MANAGEMENT AND STAFF 
AT STAPLEFORD FLIGHT CENTRE. 
WISHING YOU CLEAR SKIES 
AND HAPPY LANDINGS IN 2016
Don’t forget we have a range of Christmas gifts 
available for the pilot in your life and for aviation 
enthusiasts of all ages.

There are vouchers for trial lessons (£79 for 30 
minutes/£159 for an hour) and aerobatic experiences
(£109 for 20 minutes), Pleasure Flights over London
(£215 for up to 4 people in a Piper Seneca) or flights
over Essex (£240 for I hour for up to 3 people in a
Piper Warrior). There is also an opportunity to try your
hand at flying a business jet in the ALX simulator 
cockpit (£69 for 30 minutes, £99 for an hour).

There is a range of flying accessories available from
Gerran Aviation at the airfield. And that irresistible
Pilot Bear, Stapleford Ted (£8.74).

DEAN MASKELL WITH THE TECNAM

DAVID COULTON 


